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The Viasoy kinetic approach is used to study the stability of the magnetopausecurrent layer

(MCL) whena shearedflow velocityand a shearedmagneticfieldboth existsimultaneously
within
it. A modified Harris-Sestero equilibrium where the magnetic field and bulk velocity are changing
direction on the saxnespatial scale is suggestedto illustrate the generation of a y component of

the magneticfield in the centerof the MCL. With this equilibriumit is shownthat B•(0) can be
of the orderof Bz(oo) whenthe valueof the shearflow (U) tendsto the ion drift velocity(Ud).
The modificationsof the initial symmetrical Harris configuration, introduced by the presenceof a
shear flow, strongly influence the adiabatic interaction of the plasma with low-frequency tearingtype electromagneticperturbations as well as the nonadiabatic responseof the particles near the
center of the MCL. This resultsin a reduction of the growth rate of the tearing mode.
1. INTRODUCTION

Studiesof the structure of the magnetopausecurrent layer

the case where the plasma is magnetized by the constant
current-alignedmagneticfield componentBy

(MCL) and of its stability with respectto the excitation
B = Botanh(z/L)ez q-Byey, By = const (1)
of large-scaleperturbations(for example,tearingmodeor
Kelvin-Helmholtzinstability)play •n importantrolein un- This model describesthe main property of the MCL, the roderstanding mass and energy transfer from the solar wind
to the m•gnetosphere. The conditions of spontaneousex-

tation of the magnetic field vector acrossthe layer. Galeev

citationof longwaveperturbations(w•velengthA• = 2•r/k
muchgreaterthan the thicknessof the layer L) dependnot

for the destructionof all magneticsurfaceswithin the con-

only on the local values of the plasma parameters near a
given magnetic surface within the MCL but mainly on the
•1obal distribution of magnetic and electric fields, paxticle
number densities,•nd t•gential flow velocity profiles•cross
the M CL, that is, on the initial equilibrium structure of the
layer which determinesthe free energyof the perturbations.
This circumstancesignificantlycomplicatesthe theoretical
ßtudy of the glob&l•tability of the M CL. These difficulties
•re reflectedon two theoretical&pproaches
•ener•ily considered ia the abuadant literature devoted to this subject.
The first approach, and the most fundamental one, is

et al. [1986]have obtainedthe generalstabilitythresholds
figuration(1) due to the excitationof drift tearinginstabilities. In this study the marginal thicknessL of the MCL is
computed as a function of 00, the total angle of rotation of

the magneticfield. The approachby Galeevet al. [1986]
is, however,not appropriate for the caseof nearly opposite
directionsof magnetosheathand magnetosphericmagnetic

fields(in the angulaxinterval: 120' < 00 < 180', By ,•
B0) when configuration
(1) tendsto the one-dimensional
"neutral sheet" limit. Indeed, in this case the drift theory breaks down, and the stability analysisbased on model

(1) givesvery reducedvaluesof the critical magnetopause
thickness(L _<pi, wherepi is the Larmorradiusof the magbasedon the kinetic Vlasov formalism(see, for example, netosheathions). Althoughmany magnetopause
crossings
DrakeandLee[1977],GaleevandZelenyi[1977],Goppiet al. axe characterizedby a magnetic field rotation closeto 180'
[1979],Que,t and Coroniti[1981],Kuznettovaand Zelenyi [e.g.,BerchemandRussell,1982b],one-dimensional
neutral

[1985,1990a],Galeeveta/. [1986],andreferences
therein). sheets(B• --• 0) as well as layerswith a constantor nearly

In thesepapersthe initial equilibriumstructure is the well-

knownHarris configuration
[Harris, 1962]generalized
for

constant value of By are seldom observed. What is actually observedis a systematicvariation of both B• and B,
as the satellite passesthrough the magnetopause,while the

Copyright1994by the AmericanGeophysicnl
Union.

quantity
B• -FB•a remains
approximately
constant
evenfor
O0 --.180'.

Anotherdisadv&ntage
of the model(1) is that it describes
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of 'trapped• particles •isolated• from the magnetosheath slightly modified by the shear tiow up to the Mach number
and magnetosphereplasmas. The latter can only be introM• -- 1. It wa• alsoarguedby Pu and Yei [1990]that the
ducedin the model in the form of a uniform background additionof a By magneticfield componentdoesnot influ[Kuznctsova
and Zelenyi,1990b].Observations
show,how- encethe stability propertiesof the M CL, as the couplingof
ever, that the magnetopauseis a mixture of plasmas of
that componentwith Vz and Bz was thought to be absent.
both magnetosheathand magnetospheric
origins [Brpant We will, however, show in sections3 and 5 that the presand Riggs,]989]. To understandhow the magnetosheath enceof a shearflow will modifythe profileof By(z) and,
parameterscontrol the stability of the MCL, factorsof asymconsequently,the growth rate of the tearing mode.
roetry shouldbe introducedin the equilibrium model, which
To study the influenceof the shear flow on the tearing
canbe considered
asa tangentialdiscontinuity(TD). These mode, attempts have also been made to combine the MHD
factors of asymmetry should emphasizethe differencebeand kinetic approachesby separatingthe plasmainto two
tween magnetosheathparametersjust outside the magne- regions:an internal "kinetic region," where the Vlasov fortopause(tangentialflow velocity,numberdensity,absolute malism is used, and an external "MHD region"where the
valueof magneticfield, and temperature)and thosein the systemof MHD equationsis solved[LakhinaandSchindler,
magnetosphere. They should finally appear as parameters 1983a, b; Zelenyi and Kuznetsova,1984; Wang and Ashour.
in the formulation of the stability thresholds.
Abdalla,1992].
Somekinetic studiesof the Kelvin-Helmholtz(K-H) inThe couplingbetweenK-H and tearingmodeswasinvesstability in layers with flow velocity asymmetry but without
tigatedby Zelenyiand Kuznetsova[1984]for the magnetomagneticshear(magneticfieldin the samedirectionon both tail configuration. In that work it was assumedthat, insidesof the layer) havealsobeenperformed[Ganguliet al., sidethe tail (Izl < z*, wherez* is the half-thickness
of the
1988; Pu, 1989; C'ai et al., 1990; Wanget al., 1992]. These magnetotail),the plasmaconfiguration
can be describedby
results can be applied for the case of northward orientation the plain Harrismodelwithoutflow(configuration
(1) with
of the interplanetarymagneticfield away from the stag- By = 0). For the externalsolarwindflow (Izl > z*) the
nation point. However, when the interplanetary magnetic incompressibleMHD approximationwas used. For this hyfield has a southwardorientation, a shearedvelocity and a
brid model the error in the definitionof the plasmadistrishearedmagneticfield both exist simultaneouslywithin the butionfunctions(in comparison
with self-consistent
ones)
MCL.

Particle

simulation

of the formation

and evolution

of the

MCL has beencarriedout by Berchemand Okuda[1990,
and referencestherein]. Cargill and Eastman [1991]presented results of hybrid simulations where electrons were
treated as a masslessfluid, and the ions were treated as particles. A considerable

amount

of effort has been made after

the pioneeringwork of Sestero[1966]to constructa self-

is foundproportionalto exp(-2z*/L), whereL is the halfthicknessof the plasmasheet.For the magnetotailconfiguration z* ), L, and, consequently,
this error is very small.
Forthe daysidemagnetopause,
configuration
(2) hasbeen
usedby Wangand Ashour.Abdalla[1992]as the initial unperturbed equilibrium. The "boundary• betweenthe external MHD regionand the internal kinetic regionis taken inside the plasma sheet. Therefore the error in the definition

consistent equilibrium Vlasov model of reMistic TDs with

of the equilibriumconfigurationcould be rather large. In
large magneticshear(#0 > 90') and asymmetricalbound- other words, the plasma and field distributionsin the exterary conditions(see,for example,Kan [1972],Lemaireand nal region(for example,the asymmetryin the tlow velocity
Burlaga[1976],Roth[1978,1979,1984],LeeandKan [1979], on both sidesof the layer) may changethe plasmaand field
andreferences
therein). However,noneof thesemodelswere distributionsin the inner region and vice versa. It is realusedfor stability analysisof the M CL usingthe Vlasovfor- istic to think that the plasma and field distributions inside
realism.
the layer could be significantlymodifiedwhen the relative
The secondapproachusedin the study of the global staflow velocityexceedsthe drift velocitycorresponding
to the
bility of the MCL is ba•ed on MHD simulationsof the coudiamagneticcurrent whichsupportsthe magneticfield replingbetweenthe tearingmode•nd the K-H instability[Liu versal. It is clear that the uncertaintiesin determiningthe
and Hu, 1988; La Belle-Hamer et al., 1988; Hu et al., 1988;

initial equilibriumconfigurationwill resulti• nonrealistices-

Pu and Yei, 1990;Pu et al., 1990a,b]. The influenceof shear
flow on the doubleteazinginstability in the fra•ne of incompressibleviscoresistive
MHD was alsoconsideredby Ofman

timatesfrom the stabilityazialys/s
(stabilitythresholdsa•d
growthrates).
In this work we are investigating,uaingViasoy formal-

[1992,and references
therein].For the formercasethe ini-

ism, the influenceof the tiow asymmetryon the structure
andstabilityof the M CL for the caseof mearlyoppositelydirectedasymptoticmagneticfields,that is, for largerotation

tial configurationis characterizedby a one-dimensionalHarris profile of the magneticfield which reversesdirection together with a similar antisymmetricalprofile of the parallel
bulk ilow

B(z) = Botanh(z/L)ez, V(z) = -V0 tanh(z/L)ez (2)
The problem of determining the velocity distribution

ßnglesof the magneticfield (120' ( #0 _• 180').
In section2 we discusssomeproblemsthat can arisein the

kineticformulationof the configuration
(2) generallyused
in MHD

simulations.
To illustrate the modifications of the Harris neutral sheet

(1) with By ,g[Bo)by thetiowasymmetry
we
functionscorresponding
to configuration
(2) is not discussed (configuration
within the framework of the MHD approach. It is assumed
that the effect of the velocity shear on the structure of the
equilibrium magnetic field can be neglectedwhen the relative flow velocity is much smaller than the thermal velocity
of the plasma. Within the framework of this •sumption it
is shown that the growth rate of the tearing mode is only

present,in section3, an equilibrium model which is a com-

binationof the modelsof Harris [1962]and Sestero[1966].
To illustrate this new model,we dimplaythe numericalprofiles of the unperturbedmagneticfield, electricpotential,
number density, and bulk flow velocity for different values

of u, the flowasymmetryfactor(u = IV• - V2I/2Ud,where
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For the odd Harris profile of the z component of the

magneticfield lBs(x) = das(x)/dx] the x dependence
of

velocity).Thismodelis reducedto the Harrisplaneneutral

all plasma parameters,expressedthrough the even function

sheet when the factor u tends to zero.

as(z), shouldbe even. In other words,the "cutoff"factor (see,for example,Lee and Kan [1979])requiredin the

In sections4 and 5 we carry out the kinetic stability analysisof this simplestself-consistentasymmetricalequilibrium
model. In section4 we obtain a generalizedeigenmodeequation for the tearing mode, usingthe differential approximation for the perturbed vector potential and integrating along
the particle trajectory. In section 5 we make analytical estimates to showsomeof the basicsignaturesof the tearing
mode modified by the flow asymmetry and present a numericalsolutionof the generalizedeigenmodeequation. The
paper endsin section6 with a summaryand the conclusions.
2. KINETIC

MODELING

OF MAGNETIC

THE PRESENCE

FIELD

REVERSAL

IN

OF SHEAR FLOW

Let us considera one-dimensionalplane TD which is parallel to the it-z plane and which is not necessarilycharge
neutral. All plasma and field variablesare then assumedto
depend only on the x coordinate,normal to the layer. Becausea TD has no normal componentof the magneticfield,
the latter lies entirely in the it-z plane, while the electric
field E is parallel to the x axis. In this well-knownconfig-

urationa singleplasmaparticleof the j species(j = e for
the electrons,j -- i for the ions)is characterized
by three
constants
of motion:the Hamiltoninn(Hi)

Hj = mjv2/2+ ej•b

(3)

and the it and z componentsof the canonicalmomentum

..d

distribution functions to separate the magnetosheath and

magnetospheric
particles(with differentplasmaparameters)
cannot be introduced in the form of a single-valueddepen-

denceon Ps for the caseof magneticfield reversal.This was
alsodemonstrated
in the paperby Sestero[1964](seethe

discussion
by Seste•o[1964]of Figure$). Note that for a
one-dimensionalmagnetic tield reversal,any deviation from

chargeneutrality (•b(x) •couta•t)

cannothelp to "sega-

rate" both the ion and electron componentsof two plasmas
with distinct characteristics. Indeed, the electric potential
"acts• differently on both components. This results from
the fact that all moments of the electron velocity distri-

bution functionare proportionalto exp[+eqb(x)/Te],
while
those of the ion velocity distribution function are propor-

tional to exp[-e•(x)/•]

(here e i• the magnitudeof the

electroncharge,and Te and T• are the electronand ion thermal energies).
A way to introduce flow a•ymmetry in one-dimensional
magnetic field reversalis to considermultivalued distribu-

tion functionsin the (H, Ps) plane[Sestero,1964; Whipple
et al., 1984]. This meansthat particle trajectoriescorrespondingto the samevaluesof H and Ps can be physically
disconnected, and an additional parameter characterizing
the spatial regionfrom which particle• are unable to escape
can be introduced. For our case, particles movinS outside

theneutral
resion
(IxI < (p,L)•/2)willnever
c,oss
theplane
x = 0 and can be characterized by an additional invariant:

PJs- mjv, -[-ej,s/c ,

Pjs = mjvs-[-ejas/c

(4)

In theseequations,c is the velocityof light in vacuum,e• is

the chargeof the particleof ma• mj and v is
its velocityvector,while •b(x)is the electricpotential,and
(as, as) arethe it andz components
of the vectorpotential.
The simplest(and the mostgenerallyused)way to solve
the Vlasovequationis to usesingle-valued
velocitydistributionfunctionsin the (H, Ps, Ps) space.Macroscopic
plasma
parameterslike the partial numberdensitiesnj, the componentsof currentdensitiesJJs, Jjs, or the bulk flow velocity
V can then be obtained from the velocity distribution functions f0j as functionsof as, as, and •b.
If we are now consideringa charge neutral plane current

sign(z). Insidethe neutral re•ion the flow velocityprofile
should be symmetrical. For thick MHD layers the extent
of the symmetricalneutral regionis negligible.On the contrary, for thin kinetic layers typical of the magnetopause

(L • 10pi) [Berchemand Ru,,ell, 1982a]the extentof the
symmetricalneutralregiol•is at leastL/3; and the flowconfigurationcannotbe similarto that •iven by eqeation(2).
For thesekinetic layers the flow velocity is nearly constantin
the central part, while the shear can only occurin the outer
regions. This kind of flow velocity profde was modeledby

Lakh•naand Schindler[1983a,b] onlyfor z •_ 0, usingequilibrium distribution functions similar to those introduced by

Alpcrs[1969].
In the next section we will consideranother way for mod-

layer(Bs = 0, az and•bareconstantvalues),thenfor single- eling an asymmetricalflow velocity profile by introducing
valuedf0j the x dependence
of plasmaparameterscanonly a nonvanishing
Bs componentwhichdoesnot reversesign.
be introducedthroughthe as(z) componentof the vector Indeed,in most magnetopause
crossings,
observations
show
potential. If we assumethat the magneticfield B = Bsez
reverses direction

across the sheet

that the magnetosheathand magnetospheric
magneticfields
are not strictly antiparallel and that the angleof rotation of

the B vectoris lessthan 180ø [BerchemandRussell,1982b].

ß

+oo

(Sb)

then the asymptotes
of the functionas(z) on both sides
of the M CL are symmetrical

3. MODIFICATION
CONFIGURATION

OF THE HARRIS PLANE
BY A FLOW ASYMMETRY

Across the TD consideredin this section, the magnetic

field B is assumedto rotate in the (it-z) plane (the total
angleof rotation being t•0; t•0 • 180•) and to have equal
and,consequently,
all plasmaparameters(includingtheflow
magnitudesB1 = B2 = B(x --, :Foo)on magnetosheath
velocityVs(x)) whichdependon x onlythroughas(z) have
(x -- -co) and magnetospheric
(x -• +oo) sides.In this
equal valueson both sidesof the layer. For instance,
caseit is possibleto choosethe coordinatesystemin sucha

IlB0,

=

-oo)=

ß

ñoo

+oo)=

(v)

way that the Bz componentis changingsign in the center
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of the MCL (z = O) and has oppositeasymptoticvalues: the magnetosheath
sideand at a velocity(0, 0,-U) on the
B•(z • +oo) = -B•(z --• -oo) = B0, whileassuming
Bv magnetospheric
side(i.e., the profileof the bulk flowvelocity
everywhere positive.
is antisymmetrical).
Let us introduce unperturbed velocity distribution funcIf one assumesthat c•i • 1, then the distributions(9)
tions

which

are

combinations

of distributions

of Harris

[1962] and Sestero[1966]. Sestero'scontributionfor a j
plasma specieswill, however, be modified to take into account a thicknesslarger than the characteristic Larmor ra-

dius Pi of particleswith thermal energy(temperatures)Ti
in the asymptotic magnetic field B•

P'•=

cv/2m•Tj

eB• ' j = e,i

(S)

Thereforethe (Pv, P•) dependencein Sestero'spart will
now be expressedin terms of complementary error functions, whose "half-thickness' is at least the Larmor radius,
rather than in terms of step functions which always lead

describe a TD with asymmetrical profiles of the number
density and correspondingmagnetic field intensity. In this
study we will, however,neglect these possibleasymmetries
in order to singleout the effect of the relative flow velocity.
Note that the velocity distribution functions of the

trapped particlesin equation(9) differ from thoseintroducedby Lee and Kan [1979,Equation8]. The distribution
of the trapped particlesdefinedin equation(9) has been
found more appropriate for configurationswith large angles
of magnetic field rotation and nonzerorelative flow velocity.

From the velocitydistributionfunctionsgivenin (9) the
number and current densities can be calculated

as a function

of (•b,a•, a•). It is found
2

to maximumcharacteristic
thicknesses
equalto pi (for ob-

n)----En•)

servationsof the magnetopausethickness,see Berchemand

Russell[1982a]).

(12)

Y----1

It can be seen that the following velocity distribution
functions are quite appropriate

X
-•?)=•1[,•+•0exp(-•'u)]

fo• = • 2•rTi exp-

(13)

exp

ß

Jjz

ß erfc[-Sj•(Pj•-mjU)]exp

c•"•
o.',
cTioni
Oar

JJy

(•4)

(15)

where
where

T•
c

el

_

a,

av

c

ejB1v/DS-- pj

½jB1D'

(10)
and u is the factor of flow asymmetry

and erfc(u) is the complementary
error function

. = v/v•,

e•U(•)
= •2/

exp(_z
2)&

v• = •T•/•r•D

(•)

Assumingthat a•(0) = a,(0) = O,it is clearfrom the quasineutralityconditionthat •b(0)= 0 and

The parameter D characterizes the thicknessof the MCL.

•(• • q=oo): (Wc)B,(, • a:oo)l•:l

(•7)

When D shrinksto pj, the complementaryerror functionsin

(9) tend to the stepfunctionsintroducedby Sestero[1966]. Fromequations(12), (13), and (17) it can be seenthat the
When U tendsto 0, the distributionfunctions(9) tend to parameter s• is equal to the symmetricalasymptotic number
[ni(z --• =Foo)= s•; j = e, i], whilesocharacterizes
Maxwellian functions shifted by the diamagnetic drift ve- densities
the
number
densityin the centerof the layer [nj(z = O)=
locityU• = cTi/e)B• D, whichfor boundaryconditions
(5)
so
+
s•;
j
=
e, q.
correspondto Harris configuration(1). The parameterD
is related to the L parameterof configuration(1) by the
relation

L • 2DB•/Bo

(11)

The parametersso and s• characterize,respectively,the distribution of "trapped' and "untrapped' particles. They are

linkedto the numberdensityi•t the ce•tterof the layer (for
s0) andto the asymptotic
numberdensities
(for s•) ista way

The structure of the MCL is given by the solutionsof a

set of two second-order
differentialequationsfor %(z) and

d'.. = _4__•
]•.•(%,..,•)

(•s)

d
2a,=
dz2

(19)

dX 2

C

4•'E Jj,(a•
, a,
, q•)

- .•-

that will be clarified when express/OhS
for number dens/ties
will have been calculated.

Assumingthe B• componenteverywherepositive, it is
easy to verify that the distributions(9) describea MCL
wherea two-components
plasma(electrons,ions)with sym-

metricaltemperatures
Ti is flowingat a velocity(0, 0, U) on

coupledwith the quasi-neutrality equation

..(o•, o., •) = .•(o•,.., •) = .(=)

(20)

The differentialequations(18) and (19) form a systemof
four differentialequationsof the first orderfor a•, a,, Bv,
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and Bz. This system is solved numerically using a Ham-

J•* = J[, + Jg• is the z componentof the total current den-

ming'spredictor-corrector
scheme[Ralstonand Will, 1965].
It is coupledwith equation(20) whosesolutionis obtained

sitynormalized
to Aj = s•eVa.
i (= 7x10-•ø A/m2) (Figures

by the Newton-Raphson method for finding the root of a

(= 2 x 10a V) (FiguresIf and2f). It is seenfromFigures

nonlinearalgebraicequation[Presseta/., 1986]. Starting

l e and 2e that the relative flow velocity results in a finite
Jz component of the current density inside the M CL which

from the central surface z = 0, the system is integrated

le and 2e); electricpotential•b*,normalizedto Ao = 2T•/e

toward the magnetosheath(z --• -oo) up to the turning generatesthe B• componentin the centerof the layer.
point z*, where both componentsof the current densitybeFigure1 showsthat the Harrisprofilesof B,(z) and n(z),
comenegligiblysmall, and then back to the magnetosphere correspondingto u = 0, are only slightly modified when u
(z -• +oo). For the startingvalueswe choose
=

= ,(0) = 0,

70-_ BzlnT)
50

av'(0)= B,(0) = 0, s,'(0) = -Bv(O)

(21)

The value of By(0) can be obtainedfrom the pressure
balance

condition

1.00
- V/VT
'

•

u:O
0.50

30

u:O.9

10
0.00
-10

(22)
We will now illustrate how the M CL structure is changing when the factor of flow asymmetry u is increased,while
keepingthe angle80 • 170ø. In what follows,the MCL layer
is characterizedby the following plasma and field parameters: B• --- B2 = 60 nT, Ti = T• = 1 keV, pi = 76.2 km.
The asymptotic number density s• on the magnetosheath
and magnetosphericsidesis chosenvery small in compari-

-30

-0.50

-50

-70 ,,,,l•,•llJt•tl,,,,I
-lO

-5

o

,,,,

-1.oo

5

X/•i

lO

-lO

I ,,,,I,,,,!i,[,I

-5

(a)

o

5

x/•

1o

(b)

-- I'1(cm
-3)

son with the densityinsidethe MCL (in order to compare
3

withthe Harrismodel),thatis, s• -- 0.01cm-z • so. On
the other hand, the value of the input parameter so is determined by the &symmetry factor u in the following way:
for a fixed value of u, an iterative method is used to find the

value of so correspondingto 8o • 170ø, that is, to nearly
oppositedirectionsof the asymptoticmagneticfields. Table
1 givessomecomputed valuesof so correspondingto a set of
values of u, for D -• 1.5pi. Note that these values as well as
profilesillustrated in Figures 1-3 practically do not depend

on the ratio D/pi.

2

1

o

-lO

-5

0

5

X/gi
200-- Jz

10

(d)

1.25- •*
1.oo -

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the structure of the magnetopause for u - 0.9 and u -- 2, respectively. Plasma and
field parameters are illustrated •s functions of the distance

lOO '

•

0.75

u:0.9

0.$0
_

z/p• from the center of the layer. The dashedcurvesin
Figures 1 and 2 correspond to Harris profiles, that is, to
the case where u = 0. The following variables are illus-

trated: B, (in nanoteslas)(Figures!a and 2a); bulk flow

-

-100

-

-200!0'
'•'I,,,,l,,,,I,,,,I
-5

velocity
V/Va.i(Va'i= (2Ti/mi)'/2 is theionthermalvelocity, Va-i= 438 km/s) (Figureslb and 2b); hodogramof
the magneticfield (in nanotesl•s)(Figuresl c and2c); number densityn (per cubiccentimeters)(Figures1d and 2d);
TABLE 1. ComputedValuesof so(u)
--3

•

so,

cm

o

5

10

-0.25

-lO

-5

X/9i

o

x/•

5

lO

(f)

Fig. 1. Structure of the magnetoImusecurrent layer for ]BI] =
]B2] = 60 nT, Ti = Te = 1 keV,/?0 • 1700, u = 0.9. The ratio
u = U/Ud is the factor of flow &symmetry. It representshalf
the relative flow (U =
- V:l/2) normalibi to the ion drift
velocity U• = cTi/eB•D (=146 km/s for the plasma and field
parametersusedhere). The total an$1eof rotation of the magnetic
field is do. For comparison• the Harris profiles correspondingto
• = 0 are also displayed and are representedby the dashedcurves.
From left to right and from top to bottom the followingvariables

2.

2.

1.615

$.

1.4

$.5

V/VTi (VTi = (2Ti/mi )l /2 is theionthermalvelocity;
VTi =

1.2

4.

43skm/,); (c) hoaozr. of the

0.9

4.2

0.

4.4

u = U/Ud, whereU is the sheartlow and Udis ion
drift velocity; sois the parmeter detinedin equation

(9) (for very small valuesof the numberdensityon
the magnetosheathand m&4i;netospheric
sides so is
nearly equaJto the number density at the center of

the M CL); and the total an•e of rotation80 •-. 170ø.

are illustrated. (a) B, (in nanoteslas);(b) bulk flow velocity

(i.

(a)

the z component of the total current density nornmliz•

to A $ =

zzeVTi(=7X10-zøA/m2);(f) electric
potential
•*, nommlized
to
A, = 2Tile (=2x10ZV). Three•

m•dfieldp•rma•et•r••re

illu•tr&ted a• & function of the distancezip i from tile centerof
the layer (where Pi i• the ion L•rmor r•liu• in the fiehi Bz; Pi =
76.2km). The configm•tionis •
characterized
by the following
parmeters: D = 1.Spi •, 114 kin, $z = 0.01 cm-a. The value
of the parameter •0 depend• on the value of u •
Table

1.

deternfined in
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Fig. 3. Profile• of the Bit cow4•onentof the magneticfield for
diCerent value• of the flow •ymmetry

f•ctor u. The value of a0

(the numberdensityof "trapp•"p&rtlcles at z -- 0) dependson

-lO
2

the value of u as indicated in Table 1. For all case• comidered

in this figure the total •le
of rotation of the magnetic fmld
through the nmgnetopmmeis •0 • 170ø. The other plasma and
field parameters are the same as those used to compute Figures
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1 and 2.

(d)
parameter L of the Harris model by using the relation

1.25- •'

200 j•

L/pi • 2D/pi (seeequation(11) for the casewherethe
asymptoticfields are nearly antiparallel). It can be seen
that decreasing/increasing
the valueof the relativeflow velocitycanleadto the sameintensityof Bv(O)/B•, provided
the thicknessis increased/decreased.
On the other hand,
the factorof asymmetryu [=U/U,t = (U/VTi)(2D/pi)] is directlyproportionalto D. Clearly,for a fixedvalueof

_
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1, but for the caseu = 2.

has a nonzerovaluelessthan 1 (i.e., U _• Ua). Figure2
showsthat whenu = 2, the Bz(z) and n(z) profilesdiffer
more strongly from the Harris case. Note that the density
has now 2 maxima, separated by a minimum at the center
of the layer. This is due to the increase of the magnetic
pressurenear z = 0. Indeed, the hodo•ram showsthat when

Izl --• 0, the Bv increaseis largerth•u the Bz decrease.It
can also be seenthat the Jz componentand a.•sociatedB v

this factor increasesproportionally to the thicknessof the

layer (L/pi), becauseof a decreaseof the ion drift velocity
(U•). This resultsin a decrease
of so(seeTable1)and,consequently,frompressure
balanceequation(22), to an increase
of Bv(z = O)/B•, as illustratedin Figure4. This increase
of Bv(O)/B• with L, for a fixed U, canbe explainedby the
new distribution of the current density, resultingfrom the
larger value of the thickness,which modifiesthe integrated
1.0

- By(O)/B•

0.8

9

6

L/?i = 3

component increase with u.

Profriesof the Bv componentof the magneticfieldfor different valuesof t• are shownon Figure 3. It is seenthat
can reach significant values when u • I -/-2, that is, when
the relative flow velocity U is of the order of the ion drift

velocity(U•t), whichis muchlessthan the ion thermalvelocity [U,:= VT• (p•/2D) < VT•],especially
for thicklayers
2D/.,• pi (seealsoFigure4). We seethat in the presence
of a relativeflow (alongthe componentof the magneticfield
whichreverses
sign)thereis no neutralplane. Evenfor practically oppositedirection of magnetic fields on both sidesof
the layer, the absolute value of the magnetic field does not
equal 0 in the center of the layer where z = 0.

The dependence
of Bv(O)/B• on the relativeflow velocity is shown on Figure 4 for different values of the layer
thickness,while keepingthe value of 80 = 170•. In Figure 4 the relative flow velocity 2U is normalized to

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0

0.0

,

I

0.2

•

I

0.4

,

I

0.6

•

U/VT
i
Fig. 4. Dependenceof the By componentof the magneticfield
at x = 0 (normalizedon B• ) on the shearflow U (normalizedon
VTi) for differentvaluesof the MCL thickness,whilekeepingthe
value of/•0 • 170•. In this figure the thicknessis measuredin
the ion Larrnor radius and is expressedin terms of the parameter

that is, U/V•.• = up•/(2D), while the thicknessis mea-

L of the Harris model by usingthe relation L/pi • 2D/pi (see
equation(11) for the casewherethe asymptoticfieldsare nearly
antiparallel). It canbe seenthat decreasing
the valueof the shear
flow can lead to the sameintensityof the Bit componentat x = 0,

sured in ion Larmor radius and expressedin terms of the

provided the thickness is increased.
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is responsiblefor the
z component
ofthecurrent
density
f_o•Jzdz,responsible
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adiabatic interaction of electromag-

for the generationof B•(0). This integratedcomponent, netic perturbations with particles. It dependson the global
plasma distribution and characterisesthe power of the free
energy of the tearing mode, which determineswhether the
ß•-oo
.
. . ,
.
,
.
current
fil•nentation resultingin the formation of magnetic
f-ooJ' dx~ UaL,supporting
thelmt•al(Harris)
mvers•on
of the magneticfield or the total variationof B• (• 2B•) is islandsis energeticallyfavorable.
The flow asymmetry modifies the well-known potential
independentof L. Thus the thicker the Harris layer given

which is proportional to U L, is indeed increasingwith the
growth of L for a fixed U, while the integrated y component

it
byby
configuration
smallervalues
(1)of
(with
the relative
B• • B0),
tlowthe
velocity.
easier"to spoil"

well

For 00 --• 180', when it is difficult to choosethe shortest

way of rotation [Berchemand Ruzsell,1982b],the senseof
magneticfield rotation (determinedby the signof B•) dependson the directionof the tlow (the signof U); that is, it

Vo= B•"/B• = -2L -z cosh-Z(x/L)

(31)

corresponding
to the symmetricalHarris case(u = 0), in
the following way

may be oppositein the northern and southern hemispheres

(there are someexperimentaldata, discussed
by Sonnerup
and Cabill [1968]and Su and Sonnerup[1968],confirming
this assumption).

B•"+B•B•L
ByB•'
V0=-•-•

(32)

We can expect that with the potential well described by
4. EIGENMODE EQUATION FOR THE TEARING MODE
IN MAGNETIC

WITH

FIELD

RELATIVE

REVERSAL

FLOW

equation(32) the stability propertiesof the MCL will be
modified.

VELOCITY

The term I•A• correspondsto the singularcurrent due

Let us considerthe stability of the central magneticsurface z = 0 of the plasma configurationmodeledin the previous section with respectto the excitation of low-frequency
tearing-type electromagneticperturbations. Such perturbations can be describedby a correction of the unperturbed
vector potential which dependson both z and z coordinates

to the nonadiabatic responseof particles near z = 0

1•=2•i•-(•)r(•)W(•)
C2

qj •j

'' 2j

(33)

where

and on the time t

A, = A(z)exp(-,•t + ,kz)

(23)

kll

wherew (= •7) is the complexfrequencyand k is the wave

w•= w- w.•+ (-1) u•'•'kVa

(34)

vector directed along the z axis. The first-order perturba-

tion of the velocitydistributionfunction(fxj) is obtained

w•=kcEB•B:
•-' kll=kB:
B

by integrating the linearizedViasoy equation along the unperturbed particle trajectory.
t

•,,)= 1

•"=0e•,
• •-'-•(•-• +• ) o,A•
d•(•4)
An eigenmodeequation is obt•ned by consideringthe
linearized Maxwell equation

• =•

•)

(,,s,
v,,
':Zo(½?)}
(•)

.

Assumingthat •1 particl• •e magnetized and that the ion
Larmor radius • sm•l, the standard procedure of ev•ua•

ing the trajectory integr• can be used (•e, for example,
Wanget al. [1992]),and equation(25) c•n be reducedto
the follo•ng differenti• form

(35)

)

a,"- kZA,
=_4•• e)f v,f,)
dv (25)
C

kUa
o.?
)

1/ t"exp(-t:)dt
e--•0

In theseequations,
E (= -O&/Oz) is theequilibriumelectric

field,wp•= (4•rne:/m•)
•/• areplasma
frequencies,
andZ0
A(z)A•" + B(z)A•' + C(z)A• = 0

(26)

A(z) = 1 - Ai
B(•) = •,

(27)
(2s)

c(•) = -•: - v0+ •

• + •,

(•)

j=e,i

is the plasma dispersionfunction.
The singularcurrent, which is stronglypeakednear the
singular surfacex = 0, is controlled by the local valuesof
plasmadensityand magneticfield and couldbe significantly
modifiedby flow azymmetryfor Ud < U •;• Va.ieventhough
the local velocity is very small around x = 0.
CoefficientsAi, Bi, and Ci come from the finite ion Lar-

mot radiuscorrections
(diamagnetic
currentperturbation)

The term

2

4•rOJ•
A•
VoA•
= •-

(30)

A, = v•', ,•)c!
• ')
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whereo,,i(= eB•/mic) is the ion Larmor frequency,fid =
8•rn(O)(T,
+ T,)/B•2. Foru = O,•o = Bo/B•
:• : • 1.

The term A'(kL, u) is proportionalto the powerof the
free energysourceavailablefrom currentfilamentation.This
term containsinformation about the global distribution of
plasma and magnetic field in the layer. One can get the

valueof A'(kL, u) by solvingthe eigenmode
equationin the

whereVA= B/(47rmin)
•/2 istheAlfvenspeed

"outer region"

A•"- k2A•- VoAv= 0

=

(40)

)-

(44)

and evaluating the jump of the logarithmic derivative

+0)- Ay'(z
-0)
•1A'(kL
'u)=Ay'(z
Ay(z
•• +0)
Ay(z
•• -0)

(45)

For the Harris model without flow (u = 0) the expression for A' can be calculatedfor arbitrary magneticsur-

(41)

faceswithin the layer and are expressedthrough the associ-

The differential approachusedfor evaluatingtheseterms

ated Legendrefunctions[seeKuznetsovaand Zelenyi,1985,
p. 367]. For z = 0 this expression
reducesto the well-known

is only vMid for pic9/c9z• 1, that is, outsidethe region
< p,. Thus in the singularregionthesecoefficients
can

form

be neglected.
5.

= 0) =

INFLUENCE

OF SHEAR FLOW

OF THE COLLISIONLESS
IN CENTER

TEARING

- kL

The free energy of perturbations modified by the flow
asymmetry factor is illustrated in Figure 5. It is seenthat

ON GROWTH

OF THE MAGNETOPAUSE

o=

MODE

the curves%=0"(symmetrical Harris case)and %=2" are

CURRENT

dose to each other only in the narrow interval of wavelength:
0.5< kL <0.8. For longwaveperturbations, kL < 0.5, the
free energy is strongly modified. Specifically,for 0< kL =

LAYER (Z = 0) WITH LARGEANGLES

OF MAGNETICFIELD ROTATION(0o = 170ø)
The stability analysis of the guide field tearing mode

(B v y• 0, By = const• B0) performedby Wang and
Ashour-Abdalla[1992], where the modificationof the B•

[A'(kL
-- m*,u)]-' = 0

(47)

componentprofile by flow asymmetry wasneglected,is only

For kL --• rn* the perturbedvectorpotential Av and, conseappropriatefor very thin layers(L --• pi). In this section quently, the normal perturbation of the magneticfield tend

we will evaluate the growth rate of tearing mode by solving

the dispersion
equation(26) for thickerlayers(L/pi ~ 3.'-9,
i.e., Ud

to zero near the singularsurfacez = 0. The z = 0 singular
surfaceitself remains unperturbed; meanwhile the peripheral magnetic surfacesexperiencethe rippling-type distortions instead of reconnection.

5.1. Analytical Estimates

Let us first make analytical estimates of the growth
rate. Contributions from diamagnetic current perturbation

Thus with the increase of the

wavelength,the quasi-symmetricaltearing mode transforms
into the asymmetrical kink mode. For such perturbations

(with A•(0) ~ 0) the contribution
from termsA•A"• and

(termsAi, Bi, Ci) in the dispersionrelationare of the or-

der of (U/VA)2. Forshearflowmuchlessthanthe Alfven
speed(U ~ Ud • VA) the diamagneticcurrentperturbation (termswith Ai, B•, C'i) canbe neglectedin comparison
with currentfilamentation(term with V0). The dispersion
relation (26) in this approximationacquiresthe form

a'(kL,
•)=Lf ¬dz

/

Xs=O

(42)

0

The fight-hand side of equation (42) is proportionalto

U = (•

the perturbed electric field work upon the singularelectron
current

and describes the irreversible

increase of resonant

electronenergy. The value of this integral is controlledby
the local valuemof the magneticfield and electrondensityin
the region of the singularsurfacez -- 0 and can be easily

estimatedfromexpressions
(33)-(36). The growthrate
takes the form

0.0

0.2

0./,

0.6
kL

0.8

1.0

1.2

Fig. 5. The dependence
of the freeenergyof perturbatious
At of
the centrMmagneticsurfacez = 0 on the wavenumberkL. The
solid curve correspondsto a finite value of the flow asymmetry

Ti

miTi

B•{0)

factor(u = 2). For comparison,
the corresponding
profileof A•
for the symmetricalHarris configuration(u = 0) is illustratedby
the dashed

curve.
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6. SUMMARY

BiA'y into the dispersion
relation(26) couldbe essential.
For kL < m* the free energy changessign, and the mode of
"negativeenergy"transformsthereforeto the modeof "positive energy." Such transformationof the mode type in the
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AND CONCLUSIONS

The •im of this study is to understandsome of the basic signaturesof the internal structureof the magnetopause
current layer separatingplasmaswith nearly oppositemag-

longwavelimit (kL < m* = z/L) for perturbationsof the netic fields and with a relative flow velocity. The suggested
peripheralmagneticsurfaces(z/L • 0) in the symmetrical simplekinetic self-consistent
equilibriummodeldependson
Harris configurationwas consideredin details in the paper
parameterscharacterizingthe flow asymmetryand deterby Kuznetsovaand Zelenyi[1985].
miningthe plasmadensityand magneticfield in the center
Assumingthat for shortwave(m* • kL < 0.8) perturba- of the layer. In the presence
of a shearflowthe magneticfield
tions, A'(u) • A'0, it is then easyto comparethe growth is expectedto rotate from one directionto another,rather
rate of the tearing mode 7(u), modifiedby the shearflow, than to changeits signonly.The structureof relativelythick
with the well-known expressionfor the growth rate of the
layers(L ~ 3+ 9) is sigaifica•tlymodifiedby comparatively
electrontearingmode(7,), excitedin the centerof the sym- smallvMuesof the shearflow (of the orderof the ion drift
metrical Harris configuration
speed).The modifications
of the initial symmetrical
Harris
configuration
(1), introduced
by thepresence
of a shearflow,
stronglyinfluencethe •diabatic interactionof the plasma
•
n(0) B•(0)
Bo
with the teaxing-typeperturbationsas well as the nonadiawheren0 = n(0) for u = 0, Byo= By(z -• --{:oo)
•< Bz(z --• batic responseof the particlesnear the centerof the MCL.
= Bo.
In other words,the free energyof the perturbations(conFor 0o= 1700and U > Ud the ratio Byo/By(O)couldbe
trolledby the globalplasmaandfielddistributions)
andthe
very small. It is seenfrom equation(48) that the growth sinõular
current(controlled
by thelocalvaluesof theplasma
of the tearinginstabilitywill be significantlysuppressed
by
densityandmagneticfieldnearthe centerof the MCL) are
the largevalueof the magneticfield By(O)generatedby the bothsignificantly
modifiedby the presence
of a sheared
flow.
shear flow in the center of the current layer.
The growthrate of the collisionless
electrontearingmodeis
decreasedan order of magnitudewhen the relative flow ve-

•(•)_ -0 •0 •'•(0)•

5.œ. Numerical

(4S)

Results

The numericalsolutionof the dispersionequation(26)
is performedby usingthe shootingmethod(see,for exam-

ple, Gladd[1990]and Wangand Ashour-Abdalla
[1992]).
Coefficients
A(•), B(•), and C(z), whichcanbe expressed
throughthe initial profilesay(z), a,(•), and &(•), are calculatedfor the numericalequilibriumdistributionobtained

in section3. As the valuesof ay(z), a:(z), and •b(z) are
only knownat somediscretepoints,the numericalintegration of equation(26) mustbe coupledwith a polynomial
interpolationfor determiningthosequantitiesat each step
of integration.

Figure$ showsthe dependence
of the maximumgrowth
rate of the tearing instability on the factor of flow asymmerry u. It is seenthat the growth rate decreases
with increasingu. For u -• 2, corresponding
to a relativeflow U =
VTipi/D (which is muchleasthan the ion thermal veloc-

ity V•'i), the growthof the tearingmodesignificantly
slows
down.

locity exceedsthe ion drift velocity which for L ~ 3 + 9pi
is much smMler than the ion thermal speed. Thus the condition for reconnectionbeyond the stagnation region neax
the subsolarpoint, wherethe relativeflowis small,is rather
unfavorable.

It is reasonable to mention, concluding our discussion,
that the resultsof the presentstudy could also be applied

to the magnetotailcurrentlayer,wherea By component
of
the magneticfieldis frequentlyobserved
[Tsurutaniet al.,
1984; Sergeev,1987]. The value of this componentsometimesis rather largein comparison
with the onethat could
penetrateinsidethe tail fromthe solarwind (V. A. Sergeev,
privatecommunication,
1991). Someasymmetryin the ion
flow acrossthe plasmasheetboundarylayer, resultingin
field-aligned
currents,may becomea sourceof generation
of
this dawn-duskmagneticfield, whichis very important for
magnetotaildynamics[Biichneret al., 1991].
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